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Addressing the BIG Questions

OUR RE-DESIGNED
WEBSITE IS
NOW “LIVE”
AND READY FOR
VISITORS!

Wylie Greig, President of the Board of Trustees

Y

our enthusiasm for Christian
Science, for spiritual healing,
and for Arden Wood is enormously
important to us — and we thank
you from the bottom of our hearts
for all the support you provide!
Part of the Board’s responsibility
is to ask big questions about the
future of Arden Wood:
• Are we providing the services
most needed by our Field?
• Are these services accessible
and affordable?
• Are there critical unmet needs
that we should address?
• Are we prudent stewards of Arden
Wood’s resources?
• Are we setting clear priorities for Arden
Wood programs?
• How can we sustain Arden Wood to make
sure it remains the quiet “refuge in times
of trouble” for Christian Scientists that
Mrs. Eddy intended? (Psalms 9:9)
Several of these “big questions” are at
the top of the Board’s current agenda:
1. Passage of the Affordable Care Act
(“Obamacare”) is now a fact, but how it will
ultimately impact Christian Scientists and
Christian Science nursing and care facilities
is still being worked out. Mortal mind can lurk
in the details! The City of San Francisco now
considers Arden Wood a “large employer;”
this has caused a significant increase in our

• Learn about our services.
• Find out about upcoming events
in “Newsy and Noteworthy.”
• Download helpful documents
and forms on healthcare and
insurance coverage.
• Read our Heart to Heart and
inspirational talks.
• Make an online donation to a
particular fund or wish list item
of your choice.
operating costs. In 2016, we will be required
to buy expensive employee health insurance
policies, which currently appear unlikely to
cover Christian Science care. Months of prayer
and scrutiny have led to a way to comply with
the City’s Health Care Security Ordinance
this year that will cover Christian Science
treatment through a special religious
accommodation. While we are very
grateful for this recent development,
compliance has increased our annual
health care costs by more than $100,000.
We have a great need for your prayers
— that those responsible for the new
regulations will respect Christian Science
care and help us find appropriate
ongoing accommodations.
2. As we evaluate the need for the care
Arden Wood provides the Christian

New features, like short videos
and an audio-version of the entire
site, are in the works. See you
soon — online!

www.ardenwood.org

(Continued on page 7)

How can we sustain Arden Wood to make sure it remains the quiet “refuge
in times of trouble” for Christian Scientists that Mrs. Eddy intended?
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DEAR ARDEN
WOOD WORKERS,

A Healing Haven, Any Time It’s Needed
John W. Mitchell, Executive Director / CEO

S

erving as Executive Director/
CEO, I am in the enviable
position of being able to see
the whole picture of life at
Arden Wood. And what I see is
extraordinary good unfolding
consistently. I have the
privilege of working with
people who are here for one
reason and only one reason:  
to lovingly care for and serve
you or your loved ones.
Arden Wood works. It works
diligently to support the
healing of our patients, the
ongoing life adventure of our
residents, the inspiration and
support of our Rest and Study guests, and the
professional and personal growth of our staff.
Arden Wood’s solid spiritual foundation enables
it to move forward day by day and year after
year in the ever-widening shadow of a medical
industrial complex that aspires to marginalize,
if not erase, Arden Wood’s effectiveness.
To be sure, we face challenges, such as the
costly health care insurance mandate and
other impositions related to health and home.
These beliefs require us to be vigilant and
persistent in praying daily for ourselves and
in handling animal magnetism.
Our Leader clearly, lovingly, persistently and
unequivocally commands us to take care of
ourselves by praying for ourselves — daily.
We can’t delegate the task, create a committee
to do it, download it as an “app” or multi-task
while doing it. It’s the responsibility of each one

of us to step aside — to enter
our prayer closet — and do the
required work. Why? To affirm
and reaffirm our stature as
the image and likeness of God
and to align thought with the
healing and progress inherent
to the daily practice of Christian
Science. Arden Wood is a haven
where that kind of diligent
prayer can readily occur — any
time it’s needed.
We want you to make use
of Arden Wood. We strive to
inspire you to do so through
our services and activities, but
mostly through the atmosphere
of Love you feel here. We invite you to come
often —for the peace and quiet, for healing, for
rest and study, for a good meal, for a weekend
in one of the most desirable cities in the world.
We also invite you to share your ideas on
how we can better serve you. If we’re doing
something right, of course, we’d love to hear
about it. If we can improve in a particular way,
we definitely want to hear about it —truly!
We are deeply grateful for your support —
for your investment in this healing work. This
facility is the fulfillment of Mrs. Eddy’s vision
for “a resort for the so-called sick” (Christian
Science Sentinel, Oct. 7, 1916). Together, we can
and will confidently and steadily meet any
challenge and reflect this divine Science that
inspires and heals.
Thank you!

Arden Wood works diligently to support the healing of our
patients, the ongoing life adventure of our residents, the
inspiration and support of our Rest and Study guests, and
the professional and personal growth of our staff.
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I am writing a heartfelt thank you
for your response to our family’s
need last Sunday. My husband was
in California for his Association
meeting–far from our St. Louis
home–when he suddenly found
himself completely incapacitated.
Lying in his hotel bed, unable
to get up and experiencing some
alarming symptoms, he wasn’t
sure what steps to take.
After [he] called me, we realized
he was close enough to Arden
Wood to get physical care if
needed. When I called and spoke
with [the Christian Science
nursing supervisor], I felt a sense
of God’s calm and loving care
provided to meet the human need,
which was very reassuring. [The
Christian Science visiting nurse]
visited my husband in his hotel–
a visit that my husband described
to me as “delightful.” The wonderful provision of a place for him
that evening, should it be needed,
very much helped to calm fear
and forward healing.
With deep gratitude for Arden
Wood’s help, I’d like to share that
my husband made marvelous
progress on Sunday and was able
to fly home on Monday, something
which seemed impossible to
human sense on Sunday morning.
All week we have been filled with
the rejoicing and gratitude that
spiritual healing brings. Thank you,
thank you, thank you for your help.
I’m so very grateful for the
kindness and prompt attention
shown by everyone at Arden Wood,
and for the Christian Science
visiting nurse’s loving attention!
(From the husband)
As [my wife] says, the spiritual
poise expressed by all of you was
instrumental in establishing a
healing atmosphere. Many, many
thanks!
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Coming Home to a Family
Grace Kirchner, Arden Wood resident

“I

n my Father’s house
are many mansions”
(John 14:2). This verse from
the Gospel of John sums
up my love affair with
Arden Wood. My first
knowledge of it was when it
was the Christian Science
Benevolent Association.
Driving from Los Angeles
to British Columbia, my
mother and I stopped here to spend the night.
I fell in love immediately — with the architecture,
with the neighborhood, and with the kindness
of all the associates. Every time I’ve come
up the coast since then, I’ve stayed here one or
two days, sometimes for a week or more for
Rest and Study. I could always feel the love; it is
palpable, almost something you can physically
lean on.
I never thought of living in a retirement home.
I am pretty much an independent individual,
and I like neighbors of different ages and
generations. About seven years ago, I was here
for a week of Rest and Study. I met Barbara
Frese, an Arden Wood resident. She saw then
what I did not yet realize — that I might like
to retire here. At that time, I was happy in my
apartment in Glendale with my friends and
my church there. Barbara kept in touch over
the years. During a later visit here, the door to
a vacant apartment was open — it had just
been repainted. Jokingly, I said, “Save this for
me!” I still had no intention of moving. However,
I put in an application and looked at several
apartments, but they didn’t feel right.
Then one day, Barbara called; an apartment
had suddenly become available — the mirror
image of the one I had seen years before and
“claimed.” I was invited for a trial visit. During
those two weeks, I was welcomed warmly, and
I immediately felt at home. It was a case of God
answering even before I called. The apartment
was ready when I was willing to give up my

car and eager to downsize.
What freedom it was to pare
down my possessions to
just the essentials!
When I became serious
about the idea of moving to
Arden Wood, I faced the fact
that communal living was
different from living on my
own. And being without a
car would be different, too.
I knew in my heart that this was a God-directed
move; therefore, I would be capable of adjusting in any way necessary to fit in. Arden Wood
is very accommodating to different lifestyles.
Some residents are up early and ready for
breakfast at 7:00 AM. Others of us are slower to
rise and enjoy an orange and graham crackers
at 9:00 AM. Lunch and dinner tend to be the
times to socialize. The diversity of backgrounds
of the residents keeps conversation very
interesting.
I came from southern California and have
traveled as much as I could in the US and
overseas, but very little in northern California.
Therefore, the day trips arranged by our
activities director have been wonderfully
satisfying. This part of California is a
different world!
I didn’t grow up in Christian Science. It has
taken me many years to grow into a degree of
spiritual understanding, and I am still learning
every day. But here, we are all students of
Christian Science, and it is so enriching to have
constant interaction with others who are on
the same path.
I have friends —actually, a family —as I’ve
never had before. All my other needs are
provided for, too. Living here the past two
years has been the most joyous, carefree, and
spiritually progressive period of my life. I thank
all —past and present —who have made Arden
Wood a reality. I have come home!

Author Heather Vogel Frederick
speaks with two guests after her
talk in March on A WORLD MORE
BRIGHT, an engaging biography of
Mary Baker Eddy that chronicles her
life and remarkable achievements.
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Healing Progress on All Fronts!
Lesleah De Frisco, Director of Christian Science Nursing

O

ur Christian Science nursing staff is in the business of providing care,
24/7, for as long as is needed—all the way to healing. Whatever the claim—be it a fall or
an accident, the need for cleansing or bandaging, a challenge with mobility or nourishment—
a Christian Science nurse is an invaluable resource for skilled care as well as comfort and
encouragement. Arden Wood’s nursing floor is a vital activity center for patients who are fully
engaged in Christian Science healing. Call (415) 379-2224 for more information.

O

ur Christian Science visiting nurses have driven about 3,000 miles
a month to make close to 2,000 visits to more than 100 individuals this past year. The
territory we cover stretches south to the Monterey peninsula, north to Santa Rosa, east to
Walnut Creek, and even to Modesto, Fresno and the Central Valley. Some visits are made daily,
others are weekly, and some are one-time events. Being tenderly and skillfully cared for by
a fellow Christian Scientist is incredibly heartening and healing wherever and whenever it is
needed. Receiving this kind of care in one’s home is especially meaningful — and is a service
Arden Wood is pleased to provide. Call (415) 740-0460 for more information.

O

ur Sheltered Care program has expanded. We are currently at full capacity,
but we welcome inquiries at any time. With a consecrated desire to bear witness to Life
expressed in life, we have initiated a variety of daily activities for our guests. The result is a
community of vibrant individuals who regularly enjoy walks in our gardens, dance classes,
hymn sings, arts and craft classes, a Christian Science Monitor discussion group, special tea
parties, a DVD tour of Europe, as well as outings to church, the ocean or a nearby park.
Sheltered Care is thriving in every way. Call (415) 379-2224 for more information.

T

o serve the Christian Science movement as a Christian Science nurse is a true calling —
and one that Arden Wood has been supporting since its doors first opened. This past year
25 Christian Science nurses have taken classes or received mentoring instruction through our
Christian Science Nursing Arts training program. Two Christian
Science nurse trainees graduated in January and two more in May. Trained Christian Science
nurses serve around the world in facilities like Arden Wood, as private duty Christian Science
nurses, or in Christian Science schools and summer camps. Call (415) 379-2220 for more
information.
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Letter of Gratitude

SHORT–TERM
CARE AT
ARDEN WOOD

W

hile trying to prevent a patient from
falling, I had a mishap. At first I experienced minor discomfort, but the next day
I was unable to walk. Because the incident
occurred while on duty at Arden Wood, it was
handled through Workman’s Compensation.
This meant that I was obliged to see a doctor.
I was taken to the doctor’s office by one
of our Christian Science visiting nurses. Many
x-rays were taken and a diagnosis was made:
I was informed that I had a very serious back
injury which necessitated surgery and
that I would be in a wheel chair for at least
12 weeks. The doctor requested that I have
additional testing to pinpoint the exact
area that needed attention. I declined this
procedure, stating that it was contrary to my
philosophy. He inquired what my philosophy
was, and I explained that I am a Christian
Scientist. Because Workman’s Compensation
requires check- ups, the doctor wanted to
know how he would know I was improving if I
did not accept medical treatment. I explained
that he would know when he saw me.
The next three weeks were spent entirely
in a wheelchair from which I worked diligently
with a Christian Science practitioner and
studied earnestly. Fear had to be overcome,
and I had to realize that I did not depend on
muscles for movement. I read in Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary
Baker Eddy:
“If muscles can cease to act and become
rigid of their own preference, — be
deformed or symmetrical, as they please
or as disease directs, — they must be
self-directing. Do the muscles talk, or do
you talk for them?” (160:24-27) “Matter is
non intelligent. Mortal mind does the false
talking, and that which affirms weariness,
made that weariness” (217:31). “Destroy
the belief, show mortal mind that muscles
have no power to be lost, for Mind is
supreme,…” (375:23).
I had to take an active stand in claiming
my freedom.
On my second visit to the doctor, I was
wheeled to the door of the office, but I

Are you or someone you know
tenderly caring for a loved one?
Occasionally, a caregiver needs
a break or has reason to be
away —to attend an Association
or wedding, or simply to take
a well-earned vacation. We’re
pleased to fill the role of
caregiver on these and any
other occasion.
was able to walk inside with the help of a
cane. The doctor was surprised to see me
walking, but he pointed out that the muscles
in my leg had weakened and would still need
treatment. At my request, I was given
permission to work part time if I could do
so sitting. At this time, Arden Wood gave me
a job in the nursing office, which did not
necessitate walking or lifting.
On my next visit, I walked into the doctor’s
office without any mobility aids. When he saw
me, he threw his arms around me and said,
“How is my favorite patient? Look at
you — this is a miracle!” The nurse who had
been very skeptical and who had done all she
could to convince me that I should have an
MRI and surgery, came into the room with
him, and they both expressed their surprise
and delight. The nurse said, “This is really
a miracle, you know. (You) had a very severe
back injury and now look at (you)!”
My situation continued to steadily improve.
I went home as planned for the Christmas
holidays. When I returned to Arden Wood three
weeks later, I resumed my work on the nursing
floor. I have been on many long walks and am
able to do all household chores in my home
and garden. I continue to express joy with
each step I take, knowing that something
wonderful and special has taken place. I am
grateful for Christian Science, to the practitioner who so tirelessly encouraged and
worked with me through this experience, and
for our Director of Christian Science Nursing
who supported me so lovingly. — M.M.

Settle your loved one into a room
at Arden Wood for a short “cared
for, watched over”* visit —either
overnight or for a weekend, a
week, maybe two, depending
on room availability. Some needs
may best be met on our Christian
Science Nursing floor, or we’re
happy to provide light Christian
Science nursing care 24 hours/
day in our Sheltered Care
program. For others, Rest and
Study accommodations may
be just right. Rooms are private,
and three delicious meals are
prepared every day. A variety
of in-house activities, including
our Bible reference library
and walking paths through our
beautiful gardens, are open to all
guests. Our shuttle bus provides
transportation to church, or
the services can be heard in the
privacy of one’s room.
If you have any questions about
our short-term care service, just
give us a call at 415-379-2224 or
email ldefrisco@ardenwood.org.
Hymn 278

*
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SAVE THE
DATES!

UP WITH EFFICIENCY, Down with Cost
Phil Serrano, Director of Safety, Building & Grounds

F

rom its bedrock foundation to its red-tiled
roof, Arden Wood reflects sterling qualities — beauty, grace, strength, dominion —
in every detail of the building’s structure.
The architecture, floor plans, doorways,
moldings work in harmony to create an
environment worthy of Mrs. Eddy’s vision for
a “sanatorium,” or “a resort for the so-called
sick” (CSS, Oct. 7, 1916). More than eight
decades of healing service later, Arden Wood
reflects the same qualities, but with modern
styling. A perfect example is Arden Wood’s
energy efficiency.
Arden Wood strives to incorporate and utilize
the latest energy efficient technology — and
always has. When its doors first opened in
May 1930, water was a relatively inexpensive
resource for heating. Over the next 40 years,
two enormous boilers provided steam heat to
large radiators in each room. When the heating
bill finally got too high in the 1970s, the original
system was replaced. Out went the boilers
and radiators and in came a smaller, efficient
furnace, copper piping, and individual thermostats — one in each room. Progress!
The next step forward was the installation
in 1989 of a co-generation heating system. It
produces both electricity and hot water using
relatively inexpensive natural gas. However,
a new City of San Francisco ordinance requires
Arden Wood to install a more energy-efficient
furnace as soon as possible. This step of
progress begins with fundraising — contributions are welcome!
At the outset, traditional incandescent bulbs
provided the interior lighting throughout Arden
Wood. In the late 1980s, many of the hallway
fixtures were replaced to accommodate more
energy efficient T12 fluorescent bulbs. Ten
years later, these were retrofitted to function
with more efficient T8 fluorescent bulbs. In
2012, we enrolled in our local utility company’s
energy conservation program, which provided
free LED (light emitting diode) light bulbs to
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Saturday,
September 13
“Jesus, the Master Teacher”
Interactive Bible Workshop
Genelle Austin-Lett,
presenter

Saturday,
November 22nd
Thanksgiving & the Nativity
Interactive Bible Workshop
Genelle Austin-Lett,
presenter
Students from the nearby Waldorf School come over each
year to clear out the undergrowth in our eucalyptus grove.

replace all fluorescent and incandescent bulbs
in lamps throughout the building. More than
1000 LED bulbs were installed and they’re
almost 80% more efficient. More recently, we
learned of another new technology, and voila!
LED bulbs appeared in all the hallways without
needing to purchase new fixtures and with
a 20% reduction in electricity use. “Let there
be light…and there was light!” (Hymn 30)
Last fall, we invited the San Francisco
Department of Public Works to inspect Arden
Wood to help us reduce our water bill. It was
suggested that we install low flow faucet
aerators and showerheads and that we replace
all the toilets that used more than 3.5 gallons
per flush. It seemed like a tall order! But then
we discovered that, as a non-profit organization, we qualified for a City program that
installed these items at no cost. This conversion has reduced our water usage by almost
25%. Other City programs have provided us
several efficient eco-fans for our three walk-in
freezers in our main kitchen — also at no cost.
Today, we are investigating gray water as well
as solar applications to our facility. “Wisdom,
economy and brotherly love” are ever-present
(Manual of the Mother Church 77:18).
Discovering new evidence of Soul’s “infinite
resources with which to bless mankind”
(S&H 60:20) generates energy that illuminates
Arden Wood’s healing mission.

Saturday,
December 6th
Christmas Celebration
Details will be posted
on our website:
www.ardenwood.org

JOIN US FOR
DINNER AND A TALK
by Arden Wood friend,
Bruce Cowee, on his
experiences growing up in
Christian Science, serving
in Vietnam, and writing
a book, called Vietnam to
Western Airlines.
Friday, July 18th
6:00 - 8:00 PM
This event will be of special
interest to those with a
military connection, past
or present. All are welcome.
For details and to RSVP,
please visit our website:
ardenwood.org/event
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Addressing the BIG Questions
(Continued from page 1)

Science field, we find it increasing, not
decreasing. Our selfless staff is working hard
to respond to this need. As resources allow,
Arden Wood’s facilities are being upgraded and
updated. More flexible levels of nursing care
— such as the rapidly growing “Sheltered Care”
program — enable us to more effectively tailor
care to particular needs, use our facility
more efficiently, and increase the total number
of patients we serve. Our Christian Science
Visiting Nurse Service receives more calls
whenever this service becomes a regular,
expected presence in an area. We’re expanding
our presence. Finally, we receive regular
requests for help for loved ones with mental
impositions. And so, we are actively exploring
possible ways to address this need in the
future. As you can see, Arden Wood and
Christian Science Nursing are greatly needed.
3. Lastly, throughout its more than 80 year
history, Arden Wood’s operating expenses

have exceeded the income it garners for
those services, creating an imbalance that
is addressed prayerfully, wisely, and actively.
Skilled, loving care is costly to provide and
to receive. It demands an ongoing, high
caliber of training, up-to-date facilities, and
a dedicated staff to ensure that Arden Wood’s
standard of care is available 24 / 7 / 365, year
after year.
If we expect Arden Wood to remain available — whether to meet our own needs,
if required, or those of loved ones — we all
need to sustain it. It’s our job as trustees; it’s
the staff’s job; it’s also your job. We remain
committed to Arden Wood’s mission of
providing tender and effective nursing care,
a safe, supportive home for those focused on
continuing their spiritual growth, and a quiet
place for rest and study, for fellow Christian
Scientists. And we are grateful for your
ongoing prayers and financial support!

A Well-Deserved Salute!

F

or more than three decades, Jeannie
Glassell has held several key roles in
our Christian Science Nursing department.
For many years, she served as Director
of Christian Science Nursing, and for the
past ten years, she has shepherded our
Christian Science Nursing Arts training
program, which operates in partnership
with the Chestnut Hill Benevolent Association in Boston. Jeannie has worked
tirelessly with patients and nurses, and
her contributions have blessed Arden
Wood in countless ways. We are truly
grateful for her steadfast dedication and
service. Despite moving on to new

adventures in retirement, Jeannie will
always be a dearly loved member of our
Arden Wood family!
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“…The Heart Grows Rich in Giving”
Heidy S. Boyman, C.S.

T

here is nothing that
contributes more to the
happiness and harmony
of living than a heart that
prompts unselfed giving!
One of my favorite lines in
Science and Health by Mary
Baker Eddy states: “Whatever
holds human thought in line
with unselfed love, receives
directly the divine power”
(S&H 192:30). Being unselfed
is something more than being
unselfish. Acting unselfishly,
one may still believe in a personal, limited
source of giving. But the state of thought that
is unselfed, having divine Love as its basis, is
in alignment with divine power and its infinite
blessings. Giving that is based in unselfed
love begins with prayer, shifts the focus away
from self, and is directed by divine Love.
It is wise, no matter what one’s financial
position, to be in command of the planning
of one’s estate in order to be free from
the slavery to so-called market cycles, to the
whims of uncontrolled spending, or to the
fears that creep in if one does not handle
the aggressive thoughts accompanying the
notion of retirement and all the opinionated
impositions regarding advanced years.
It is also wise to have an up-to-date estate
plan that clearly designates one’s distinct
wishes concerning the distribution of one’s

assets. Being “up-to-date”
is key! In my case, it had been
a considerable number of
years since we’d reviewed
our estate plan. During those
years, we’d made a major
move across the country; we
had “downsized” our home;
grandchildren had “upsized”
our family; and my husband
had retired. We promptly
sought counsel to revise. Our
new plan is up-to-date and
it’s giving us a clear picture
of how and where we are able to make some
meaningful, though modest, contributions in
several areas we had not previously included.
Mrs. Eddy’s counsel regarding philanthropy
gives added meaning to the line in hymn 360:
“the heart grows rich in giving.” She writes,
“(It) is loving, ameliorative, revolutionary;
it wakens lofty desires, new possibilities,
achievements, and energies;… it unselfs men
and pushes on the ages” (Miscellany by Mary
Baker Eddy 287:19).
There are many worthy causes that would
greatly benefit from wise and thoughtful estate
planning. Giving recognizes the power of doing
good — good that has its basis in more than
humanitarian acts, as wonderful as these
can be. Good that is of God is surely a demonstration of unselfed love — the essence of
Christian Science at work!

Giving that is based in unselfed love begins with prayer, shifts
the focus away from self, and is directed by divine Love.
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YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS
WILL HELP
ARDEN WOOD:
• Cover operating 		
expenses that will rise 		
higher due to ACA/		
Obamacare.
• Grow our endowment 		
to $15 million to ensure 		
Arden Wood is here
to serve future
generations.
• Replace our furnace 		
in order to comply
with a City ordinance
for greater energy
efficiency.
• Support any of our 		
Christian Science 		
Nursing services
(see page 4 for an 		
explanation of each).
Please visit our website
for details about these funds
and to see our Wish List.
Monthly donations are
greatly appreciated!
For online giving, go to:
ardenwood.org/donatenow

